STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

STUDENT ADVOCACY 10/01

1 October 2018 / 3:00 PM / BACK CONFERENCE ROOM

ATTENDEES
Samuel Santos, Melanie Rodriguez, Tijan Simpson, Waleskis, Stacey Alpert, Jai Jethani

ABSENT
Jordan Chapman

AGENDA

Last Meeting Follow-up
1. Pride Student Union - Sam
2. Self-care event - Mel & Sam
3. Student Advocacy Tabling - Everyone
4. Inviting BSU to speak about 10 year anniversary
5. Recycling Video
6. Advertising Parking Video -
7. Paid Meals each day for RA - Jai & TJ

New Business
- “More recycling bins around campus, more air dryers, less paper towels”

NOTES
- Find out status of Campus Night Lifts (Possible expansion for day time use)
- Talk to Javier Ortiz about Umbrella Initiative
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 2:40